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Knowledge equality examines processes in social and organisational contexts 
where different forms of knowledge, for example, service-user, clinical, experiential 
or policy knowledge, intersect and are assigned different values. Interactions 
inside and between various groups’ raise questions about the influence of 
knowledge equality and knowledge inequality on a whole housing system. This 
understanding can be applied to personal need and changes in needs across the 
lifespan, support and care, tenancy arrangements, home ownership, 
homelessness, financial budgetary constraints and incentives and disincentives 
within the system. For example, there are inequalities in the housing system that 
compound issues for a particular section of people who are unable to apply for 
suitable housing due to their benefit eligibility. Housing instability has been 
identified regionally and nationally as perpetuating health inequalities and a 
number of negative outcomes for people who have an intellectual disability, for 
example, longer stays in hospital and out-of-area placements.



Jargon Buzzers 

Challenging the way we talk about things

Communicards 

Leading and doing the research  

Communicating 



The Lawnmowers Theatre Company Research support 
group video for HOME project:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kKaLTFhGfaM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kKaLTFhGfaM


Simon.hackett@newcastle.ac.uk

lawnmowerstheatre.com

Housing not at its best, if you would like to join a focus group 
please contact us…
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